
Himawari 
by Ayako Hirata  

choreography：Ayako with Mana and Takao  2020.9  

音楽：「Himawari」  by Taro Hakase    CD  The best of TARO HAKASE  

      Himawari is flower name in Japanese, meaning sunflower  

  

About dance Himawari：  

 The dance expresses the wonderful spirit of the Japanese people, the soul of reconstruction, like 

the soul of a samurai, which I felt while staying home due to COVID-19 in 2020.  

 The Japanese are people who value harmony and cooperation, have a strong tendency to think  

about others before themselves, and have a deeply compassionate national character. Japan has a 

lot of natural disasters such as earthquakes and typhoons. We had been surviving by helping each 

other in the community whenever it becomes difficult situation. Although it suffered great damage 

due to the Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake in 1995 and the East Japan Earthquake in 2011, it has been 

reconstructed based on the lessons learned from the distressful situation. Even in this corona, 

supplies and funds are gathered with the good intentions of the citizens, and they are facing 

difficulties while cooperating. I wanted to take over such a wonderful Japanese revival spirit to the 

next generation of children. Moreover when we consider on a global scale, I would like to carry on 

this earth to the next generation in the beautiful state as well as possible. I want the earth to move 

from conflicts and struggles to peace.  

The above thoughts were linked to what sunflowers are blooming straight toward the sun, and I 

choreographed my thoughts on the music "Himawari" by Taro Hakase. This choreography was 

completed on September 12th, 2020, based on Ayako's choreography, with the addition of 

arrangements by Ayako's friends Mana and Takao. Once again, I deeply appreciate to Mana and 

Takao.  

  

Dance moves:  

dance in a circle without holding hands  

  

Intro:  A small sway with both hands folded in front of the chest  

Sway with wishes to carry on to the next generation.  

Open both hands 4 beats before part A .  

  

part A             （  RL  R  LR  L    R  L  R  L  ）×8  

                       to skip a little     turn around the circumference and move  

The hands are free, and when turning, raise both hands and attach the fingertips to form  

the shape of a sunflower petal.  

At the end of the turn, we all turn to the center and become a sunflower.  

  



 part B        （  R  L  L  R  R  L  L  R  ） spreading both hands up  

                     f   p  f   p  f   p  f  p  

   ending 

stay at the center（  R  L  L  R  R  L  L  R  ） with both hands raised  

                         f   p  f   p  f   p  f  p  

※  It shows the sunflower blooming straight toward the sun.  

  

             （  R  L  L  R  R  L  L  R ） Gradually bring your hands in front of your 

f   p  f   p  f   p  f   p   chest while holding your hands together     

※  The folded hands represent the brown part in the middle of the sunflower and the part  

full of seeds.  

   

（  R  L  L  R  ）×2  with your palms of both hands folded down, gradually  

★         s   cl  s  cl         spread to the right and left, and sow your seeds  

   

※  It expresses carrying on to the next generation and connecting feelings.  

  

Interlude   Same melody as the intro  

 

                 （  R  L  ）×4   sway with your palms down  

☆                   sway   

※  It expresses lovingly watching over the seeds, smoothing the soil, and nurturing.  

  

part A   repeat part A   

part B’   repeat part B  

         repeat the part ★ twice.  

  

Interlude    the melody different from the intro  

              （  R  L  ）  repeat sway with your palms down  

                  sway   

※  It expresses lovingly watching over the seeds, smoothing the soil, and nurturing.  

  

part C              Express the wind freely.   

Dance freely as the wind and move to the right on the circumference.  

At this time, if you want to become fast wind, you can overtake the person in 

front and change the position.  

  

Interlude   Same melody as the intro    

repeat the part ☆ 



part A   ×4  

part B’   repeat part B  

         repeat the part ★ twice.  

  

Ending  Same melody as the intro,  

dance halfway through B, and stay in a pose with sunflower at the center.  

After the music is over, feel a little lingering sound, and on the spot in a silent state,  

do partB ★(sowing movement) and put both hands on your chest   

※ Japanese people feel beauty where there is no sound. It expresses the Japanese spirit that *Aun 

in silence, infinity born from nothingness, nothingness is the beginning of everything, full of 

possibilities and hopes.  

  

*Aun―Aun is a Japanese word that means you can feel each other's feelings and work together  

without words. 

 

Constraction 

 Intro―partA―partB―Interlude―partA―partB’―Interlude―partC―Interlude―partA(half)

―partB’―Ending 


